RE-INVEST 2016
Sponsorship Packages
SPONSORING PARTNER - INR 05.00 Crore (US$ 8,50,000)

 Sponsoring Partner will be offered to host 1 Parallel Event during RE-INVEST
 150 sq. mtrs of Exhibition Space (Raw)* at Trade Show / Exhibition hall to display its
products, publicity/ promotional material and host business meetings
 Space will be allocated to set up Investment Facilitation Cell at the Venue of the
Conference to answer investors’ queries and to promote their company.
 Inclusion of Sponsoring Partner’s literature in the delegate kit
 Acknowledgement as Sponsoring Partner on the Main Page and on the Thank you
Sponsor Page on Event website
 Name and logo on the thank you sponsors page in Exhibitors Directory
 Name and logo on all panels at the Conference & Exhibition including Main Entrance
 Name and logo on all promotional collaterals for the Conference & Exhibition
 Name and logo in the e-brochure and e-flyers to be circulated after the partnership
finalization
 Display of logo in all India newspaper advertisements (subject to sponsorship
finalization before the release of advertisement)
 One double spread color advertisement in the Exhibitors Directory (artwork to be
given by the sponsor)
 Projection of Sponsoring Partner’s logo on screen during tea and lunch breaks
 50 Complimentary delegate invitations with complementaries, 50% discount on
additional passes

DIAMOND SPONSOR - INR 02.00 Crore (US$ 3,50,000)
 120 sq. mtrs of Exhibition Space (Raw)*additional space can be booked on payment
 Name and logo of the company in all the promotional materials to be printed after
the confirmation of the sponsorship
 Acknowledgement as the Diamond Sponsor on the Main Page and on the Thank you
Sponsor Page on Event website.
 Acknowledgement as the Diamond Sponsor on the main backdrop of the
Conference.
 Acknowledgement of your company as the Diamond Sponsor of the event with the
name and logo of the company on the Main Entrance of the Exhibition and
Conference
 Name and logo on the Thank You Sponsors hoardings at the Exhibition and
Conference venue
 Two exclusive hoarding at a high visibility spot in the Exhibition venue
 Name and logo on the thank you sponsors page in Exhibitors Directory
 Projection of Diamond Sponsor’s logo on screen during tea and lunch breaks
 Display of logo in all India newspaper advertisements (subject to sponsorship
finalization before the release of advertisement)
 Name and logo in the e-brochure and e-flyers to be circulated after the partnership
finalization
 Screening short video clip (3-5 mins) during the transition between sessions
 One double spread color advertisement in the Exhibitors Directory (artwork to be
given by the sponsor)
 25 free delegate passes for the Conference, 50% discount on additional passes

PLATINUM SPONSORS - INR 01 Crore (US$ 1,75,000)
 90 sq. mtrs of Exhibition Space (Raw)*additional space can be booked on payment
 Name and logo of the company in all the promotional materials to be printed after
the confirmation of the sponsorship
 Acknowledgement as the Platinum Sponsor on the Main Page and on the Thank you
sponsor Page on Event website.
 Acknowledgement as the Platinum Sponsor on the main backdrop of the
Conference.
 Acknowledgement of your company as the Platinum Sponsor of the event with the
name and logo of the company on the Main Entrance of the Exhibition
 Name and logo on the Thank You Sponsors hoardings at the Exhibition venue
 Projection of Principal Sponsor’s logo on screen during tea and lunch breaks
 Display of logo in all India newspaper advertisements (subject to sponsorship
finalization before the release of advertisement)
 Name and logo in the e-brochure and e-flyers to be circulated after the partnership
finalization
 Screening short video clip (3-5 mins) during the transition between sessions
 Two exclusive hoarding at the most visible site at the Exhibition venue
 Name and logo on the thank you sponsors page in Exhibitors Directory
 One double spread color advertisement in the show directory (artwork to be given
by the sponsor)
 15 free delegate passes for the Conference, 50% discount on additional passes

GOLD SPONSORS - INR 50 LAC (US$ 85,000)
 60 sq. mtrs of Exhibition Space (Raw)*additional space can be booked on payment
 Name and logo of the company in all the promotional materials to be printed after
the confirmation of the sponsorship
 Acknowledgement as the Gold Sponsor on the Main Page and on the Thank you
sponsor Page on Event website.
 Acknowledgement as the Gold Sponsor on the main backdrop of the Conference.
 Acknowledgement of your company as the Gold Sponsor of the event with the name
and logo of the company on the Main Entrance of the Exhibition and Conference
 Name and logo on the Thank You Sponsors hoardings at the Exhibition and
Conference venue
 One exclusive hoarding at the most visible site at the Exhibition venue
 Name and logo on the thank you sponsors page in Exhibitors Directory
 Projection of Principal Sponsor’s logo on screen during tea and lunch breaks
 Display of logo in all India newspaper advertisements (subject to sponsorship
finalization before the release of advertisement)
 Name and logo in the e-brochure and e-flyers to be circulated after the partnership
finalization
 One Single page color advertisement in the show directory (artwork to be given by
the sponsor)
 10 free delegate passes for the Conference, 50% discount on additional passes

SILVER SPONSORS - INR 35 LAC (US$ 60,000)
 45 sq. mtrs of Exhibition Space (Raw)*additional space can be booked on payment
 Name and logo of the company in all the promotional materials to be printed after
the confirmation of the sponsorship
 Acknowledgement as the Silver Sponsor on the Main Page and on the Thank you
sponsor Page on Event website.
 Acknowledgement of your company as the Silver Sponsor of the event with the
name and logo of the company on the Main Entrance of the Exhibition and
Conference
 Name and logo on the Thank You Sponsors hoardings at the Exhibition and
Conference venue
 One exclusive hoarding at the most visible site at the Exhibition venue
 Name and logo on the thank you sponsors page in Exhibitors Directory
 Projection of Principal Sponsor’s logo on screen during tea and lunch breaks
 Display of logo in all India newspaper advertisements (subject to sponsorship
finalization before the release of advertisement)
 Name and logo in the e-brochure and e-flyers to be circulated after the partnership
finalization
 Half page color advertisement in the show directory (artwork to be given by the
sponsor)
 10 free delegate passes for the Conference, 30% discount on additional passes

PREMIER SPONSORS - INR 25 LAC (US$ 42,000)
 30 sq. mtrs of Exhibition Space (Raw)*additional space can be booked on payment
 Name and logo of the company in all the promotional materials to be printed after
the confirmation of the sponsorship
 Acknowledgement as the Premier Sponsor on the Main Page and on the Thank you
sponsor Page on Event website.
 Acknowledgement of your company as the Premier Sponsor of the event with the
name and logo of the company on the Main Entrance of the Exhibition and
Conference
 Name and logo on the Thank You Sponsors hoardings at the Exhibition and
Conference venue
 One exclusive hoarding at the most visible site at the Exhibition venue
 Name and logo on the thank you sponsors page in Exhibitors Directory
 Projection of Premier Sponsor’s logo on screen during tea and lunch breaks
 Display of logo in all India newspaper advertisements (subject to sponsorship
finalization before the release of advertisement)
 Name and logo in the e-brochure and e-flyers to be circulated after the partnership
finalization
 Half page color advertisement in the show directory (artwork to be given by the
sponsor)
 08 free delegate passes for the Conference, 30% discount on additional passes

ASSOCIATE SPONSOR - INR 15 LAC (US$ 27,000)
 20 sq. mtrs. Space for corporate branding.
 Name and logo of the company in all the promotional materials to be printed after
the confirmation of the sponsorship as Associate Sponsor.
 Acknowledgement as the Associate Sponsor on the Main Page, Media Room and on
the sponsor page on website.
 Name and logo in the Thank You Sponsors hoardings at the Exhibition and
Conference venue
 Name and logo on the Thank you sponsors page in Exhibitors Directory
 Name and logo in the e-brochure and e-flyers to be circulated after the partnership
finalization
 One half page colour advertisement in the show directory (artwork to be given by
the sponsor)
 05 free delegate passes for the Conference, 30% discount on additional passes

